
THE FIRES OF THE ORESTEIA 

ONE of the most basic features of the imagery employed by Aischylos in the Oresteia is 
the consistent perversion of normally propitious aspects of human existence, with the result 
that they become sinister and destructive.' As Anne Lebeck puts it, 'in Agamemnon those 
forces which should be beautiful, benevolent, and life-giving are converted into their 
opposites'.2 Male and female interchange their proper roles, sacrificial language cloaks 

impious deeds of vengeance, the hunting of animals turns into the hunting of men, the 
wealth of the house of Atreus becomes the blood in which that house is drenched, and the 

fertility of the whole land is corrupted by its application to death instead of life.3 The 
deliberate misuse to which Aischylos puts each of these structures has been well surveyed; 
taken together they lend dramatic reinforcement to a central theme of the Oresteia, that 
man's world is in a state of chaotic disorder from which it will not recover until the dilemma 
of vengeance v. justice has been solved. What I should like to do here is to trace out a 
similar arrangement in the substantial fire imagery of the trilogy.4 Fire, of course, as 

Aischylos himself tells us in the Prometheia, is one of the basic tools of mankind, a device 
used to provide many of the comforts of civilisation. Yet the same element, when handled 

improperly, may also ravage and destroy (compare the problems encountered by the satyrs 
in the Prometheus Pyrkaeus5). In the case of the Oresteia, from the initial beacons of the 

Agamemnon to the final counterpointed torches of the Eumenides, I suggest that fire repeatedly 
serves to symbolize the destructive aspects of vengeance, returning to its normal beneficent 
function only in the procession of the trilogy's close when vengeance itself has been harnessed 
to the demands of justice.6 Hopefully the following look at specific occurrences of fire 

imagery in the three plays will bear this suggestion out. 

I. THE AGAMEMNON 

The trilogy opens with Klytaimestra's watchman crouched on Agamemnon's roof. In 
the course of his lament he tells us that he awaits a signal out of the darkness, the message 
which will end his vigil: 

Kat vvv )vAadaao Aa/Lraoso To avtfLoAov 

avyrjv 7rvpos ?Cepovaav EK Tpolas abTv, (8-9)7 

'So now I watch for the token of the beacon, the gleam of fire bearing news from Troy'. 
The beacon, then, the Aa/txras,8 represents the first literal appearance of fire in the play: a 
line of bonfires will announce Troy's capture. We might imagine that this signal would 
be welcome in several ways-as the end of the watchman's labours, as the first report of a 

great victory, and quite simply as a light to dispel the black of night.9 Yet the Greek itself 

1I am most grateful to Professor William Nether- 
cut for reading and offering suggestions on this paper. 

2 A. Lebeck, The Oresteia: a Study in Language and 
Structure (Washington,197I) 69. Cf. also 131, 133. 

3 On these inversions cf. F. I. Zeitlin, TAPA 96 
(1965) 463-508; P. Vidal-Naquet, PP I29 (1969) 
40I-25 (especially 4 7-8); R. P. Winnington- 
Ingram, JHS 68 (I948) 130-47. 

4 Such imagery has been treated before, most 
notably by J. J. Peradotto in an excellent article on 
nature motifs in the trilogy in AJP 85 (I964) 378-93. 
Professor Peradotto gives a concise summary of all 
the light images, including many of those involving 
fire. The present article attempts to approach that 
idea from a different direction, and to suggest that 
Aischylos uses fire here, not simply as an aspect of 
light, but as a central destruction symbol for the 

whole trilogy. 
5 Cf.frr. 455, 456 (Mette). 
6 Cf. B. M. W. Knox on the use of the lioncub 

image in CP 47 (1952) i8. 
7 All citations, unless otherwise noted, are from 

Page's Oxford text (I972). The following standard 
commentaries are referred to only by author: 
E. Fraenkel, Agamemnon (Oxford, 1950); J. D. 
Denniston and D. Page, Agamemnon (Oxford, 1957); 
G. Thomson, The Oresteia of Aeschylus (Amsterdam, 
1966). 

8 Literally 'torch'; thus Aischylos in his initial 
reference to the beacons looks forward already to the 
closing torches of the Eumenides. 

9 For the Greek use of light as a symbol of triumph 
and salvation cf. R. Bultmann, Philologus 97 (I948) 
I-i5, and D. Tarrant, CQ I0 (I960) I8 -7. 
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is so phrased as to carry more ominous overtones: lines 8-9 create a forceful link between 
the beacon to come and the fire which initiates it,10 so that in place of a comforting 
illumination we have the disturbing glow of Troy's destruction. The moment of triumph 
and jubilation is undercut by considerations, however brief, of the cost at which it has been 
won. The watchman's second mention of the beacon continues this line of thought with a 
different kind of ambiguity:" 

vvv ' ETVXr71)j y7vOLT a-TraAAay' 7rovwv 

EvayyeAov oavEv'ros op,valov trpo s. (20-I) 

'Now may there come a fortunate release from toils, when fire, messenger of good news by 
night, has appeared.' He means the lines surely as a hope that when (or as) the fire 
messenger appears, a fortunate release from troubles may emerge. But the whole of line 21 

may perhaps also be taken rather in apposition with rTOvwv; opbvalov, moreover, may 
signify a 'dark' fire, grim and ungodly, rather than simply a fire in the night.12 

The appearance of the actual beacon now breaks into this clouded thought, and the 
watchman greets it alertly: 

CO XaZpE Xafa.Tr-jp VVKTOS 77jLxepCrjaov 
qaos 7TLS>avaKKov Kat XopvOV KaLorTaaLmrv 

7ro;AA6v ev "Apye rT7JEe oravtxopas Xaptv. (22-4) 

-'Hail, torch of night,l3 showing forth a light like unto day, and a setting up of many choruses 
in Argos for the sake of this event.' Once more, as Peradotto notes,14 the poet employs a 
subtle irony. The AajuLT7rrp, hailed here as giving rise to choruses, will indeed bring victory 
songs to Argos, as the watchman supposes, but it will also bring a very different kind of 
chorus, the dread Furies who appear to Orestes after the death of Klytaimestra. Thus 
again fire becomes the conveyor of something other than the auspicious resolution we might 
have expected. The remainder of the watchman's speech adds further indications of a 
central role: Klytaimestra is urged to raise a cry of triumph15 in answer to the beacon 
(rTSe Aaitra&S, 28), and at line 33 the beacon itself appears to participate actively in the 
action by casting dice (Tpts 'e laAovarrs Trrae E-u io pvKTwoplas), though the watchman mistakes 
their significance.l6 But fire assumes subtler forms as well, and perhaps we might see 
another development of the imagery in the watchman's reference to the companions of his 
vigil. During his enforced watching, he tells us, he has come to know the whole company 
of the stars, the 

AapL?rpovs SvvacTTas, E'Jrrperrovras atOept 

aorrEpas, orav 0tvwatv, avTroAas T T CO (6-7) 

'bright lords, stars clear in the high aither, when they wane and their risings'.17 The 

10 Note that the chain of beacons has not yet been 
explained; thus we are left with a literal impression 
of the actual fire of Troy bringing the news. 

11 On the many possibilities for this kind of 
ambiguity in Aischylos cf. W. B. Stanford, Ambiguity 
in Greek Literature (Oxford, 1939) I37-62; note also 
Lebeck's statement of method (op. cit. n. 2) 3. 

12 Fraenkel (II 15) and Page (68) both observe that 
elsewhere odpqvaioS always means 'dark'. Here the 
literal meaning would seem to be, as they also 
observe, 'in the darkness', but surely Aischylos 
intended more. Cf. q&Zg atvo,a/nec' at 1. 389. 

13 Some difference of opinion exists over whether 
vvKTcr should be construed directly with Aaprri)lp, as 
I have done here, or more generally with (pdoi (thus 
yielding 'light in the night'). Since both con- 
structions are possible it seems likely that both were 

intended, but surely we can give preference to the 
more forceful image; we already know that it is 
night. 

14 Peradotto (op. cit. n. 4) 389. This chorus of 
Furies is specifically mentioned at 188 ff. 

15 Cf. Zeitlin (op. cit. n. 3) 507 for the restoration of 
the o'AoAvyo,ud to its proper function at the end of the 
trilogy. 

16 For the context of the reference cf. Fraenkel II 
19-20. He himself comments that the concept of a 
beacon throwing dice is 'very bold'. The triple six 
is clearly fortunate, but whether for Agamemnon or 
Klytaimestra remains to be seen. 

17 The mss. dvoiAag is preferred here to Pages' 
dvToRais. For arguments that 1. 7 is a gloss cf. 
Fraenkel II 6-9; against this Thomson, II I0; I 63. 
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beacon, then, is not the only light the watchman sees; the vault of heaven is lit with many 
points of light which might seem like fires in the night sky.18 Moreover, these lights are 
'bright lords', that is, the stars are made the rulers of this universe, while their waning and 
rising (if line 7 is genuine) would be yet another kind of succession illustrating the pattern 
of bloodshed, the death of transgressors and the rise of the inevitable avenger. Atreus, 
Thyestes, Agamemnon, Klytaimestra, Aigisthos-these would be the lords who shine clear 
in the endless cycle of retribution.19 

If this reading of the prologue is correct, the stars will represent the general law of 
violence and blood debt in the cosmos, while the beacon fire suddenly blazing forth will be 
the specific manifestation of that process in present time.20 Priam and his city have been 
destroyed; their star sets while Agamemnon's rises. But as one star vanishes and another 
appears, so one fire kindles another, and the beacon shining out from Troy finds an 
answering response in the fires which spread through Argos21, the sacrifices ordered by 
Klytaimestra to the celebration of her own murderous intent. In a poetic sense the fires. 
lit throughout the city balance those doubtless spreading across Troy, but they are also an 
extension of the beacons which carry the news of Troy's destruction to Argos.22 Then too 
there is an interaction with the sacrificial imagery of the trilogy; as Agamemnon sacrificed 
Iphigeneia that he might take Troy, so Klytaimestra presents offerings that she may kill 

Agamemnon. In each case the proper use of sacrifice is impiously perverted to an evil 
end.23 We see the flames everywhere, at every altar, reaching up to heaven--daXhr S' 

AAoOev ovpavoL?rjKrs Aatlra& avltaXEt (92-3).24 We learn too with what these flames are 
fed-the guileless persuasion of pure salve, the royal unguent from the inner chambers of 
the house: 

apCLa(TaorLE'vr XpFLa-ros ayvov 
uaAaKacs cadSo'AoLt 7raprjyoplats 
7rrTEAadv tvXoOev f3aaoALtE . (94-6) 

The composition of the 7reXavos has been much argued. On the literal level it is surely, as 
Fraenkel supposes,25 the pouring on of oil to feed the flames. But on the poetic level, beyond 
the immediate meaning, may not TreXaJvco paaaLAEtI indicate 'royal blood',26 the generations 
of bloodshed that haunt the innermost recesses of the house of Atreus ? Symbolically it is 
this blood which Klytaimestra pours on the flames of her vengeance to make them burn 
more brightly, just as later she spreads blood-coloured robes for Agamemnon to tread 
upon.27 Thus the fire at Argos answers the fire from Troy: sacrifice for lives sacrificed, 
and passions fuelled by the spreading conflagration. 

Klytaimestra herself has entered the stage at some point during the parados.28 She 
now announces Troy's sacking, and explains to the elders, in a speech of thirty-five clearly 

18 Homer (II. viii 553-6) makes a very distinct 
comparison between watch fires and the stars: cf. 
Bultmann (op. cit. n. 9) 4. As for Aischylos himself, 
nothing in his extant work can be used to demonstrate 

conclusively that he conceived of stars as fire (unless 
perhaps Sept. 388). But such an idea was common 
enough among the Presocratics (Herakleitos and 
Anaximander in particular), and certainly Pindar 
had some such idea in mind when he called the sun 
the warmest of all stars (01. i 5-6). Cf. also below on 
Cho. 585-90. 

19 Note the use of E'avleiLaaaav in reference to 
Klytaimestra rising from her bed at 1. 27. The 
scholiast goes so far as to add c5g E'ni diapov ir aOevrl;. 
Both Fraenkel (II 18) and Page (69) find this far- 
fetched, but perhaps we underestimate Aischylos. 

20 The words Kat vvwv beginning 1. 8 seem to 
reinforce this impression of a shift from general 
pattern to specific example. 

21 Cf. Peradotto (op. cit. n. 4) 389. 

22 Cf. Lebeck (op. cit. n. 2) 172. 
23 Zeitlin (op. cit. n. 3) 502, notes that Klytai- 

mestra's action follows close upon the chorus' 
insistence that unyielding tempers cannot be softened 
by sacrifices. 

24 Note here the use of Aa/una, the beacon of the 
watchman's speech, for the sacrificial fires. 

25 Fraenkel II 54-5. 
26 LSJ defines ni'Lavos as 'any thick liquid sub- 

stance' and adds several specific references to blood, 
among them the epvOpov nadavov which the Furies 
threaten to draw from Orestes' limbs at Eum. 265. Cf. 
also neAavog alpaTOoatayrjs (aialo Toayayg) at Pers. 8 6. 
It should, however, be conceded that in such parallels 
neAavog usually has a clarifying epithet. 

27 Cf. R. Goheen, AJP 76 (I955) I 5-20, and 
Lebeck (op. cit. n. 2) 84-6. 

28 Page (75-6) would have her appear by 1.83; 
Fraenkel (with full discussion, II 5I-2) argues 
perhaps more logically for an entrance at 1. 254. 
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repetitive lines, the chain of beacons which has brought the news. Scholars, of course, 
have enjoyed pin-pointing the various locations, but it is questionable whether an Athenian 
audience expecting poetic drama would have shared their enthusiasm. In point of fact 
the description is neither necessary-Klytaimestra's assertion that Troy was taken would 
have been quite sufficient-nor realistic-distances of a hundred miles are not to be covered 
by beacon fires, even such magnificent ones.29 Why then does Aischylos take such pains 
with this passage? To create suspense, perhaps. But any suspense the situation might 
have held is largely eliminated by the statement of the beacon's message at the beginning of 
the speech; once we know that Troy has fallen Klytaimestra's device for discovering the 
fact is not of major interest. On the other hand, the means by which retribution spreads 
from generation to generation is of substantial interest as a central problem of the trilogy. 
And the succession of beacons, each setting off the lighting of another, creates I think an 
elaborate allegory for this process. Fire leaps from one mountain to the next, passing high 
over even the sea (Trovrov CUare E vIcuat, 286). It gathers strength as it advances forward 
(aOevovaa acLfts ras 5' ovSE rrTco javpovL evrq, 296). On occasion it burns more fiercely than was 
ordered (rrXAov KaiovUa TrWv Elpr l2YevW, 30I).30 And throughout the entire passage it plays 
a kind of double role. On one level, as Lloyd-Jones notes,31 it is always the same fire, the 
force of destruction generated by Troy (ados -roSd' OVK a7TrarTTrrov 'ISaov rrvpos, 31 ) and passing 
through the night to Argos. But on another level each separate fire kindles a new one, as 
each murder kindles vengeance. We should note too that Klytaimestra's second speech 
(320-50) gives ominous reinforcement to such symbolism. The beacon speech conveys the 
triumph and brilliance of Agamemnon's victory through images of exultant fire flashing 
from mountain to mountain; the following address, phrased in answer to the chorus' request 
for more details, turns that victory into a brutal catalogue of wrongs done at Troy,32 and 
closes with the clear suggestion (338-40) that vengeance will follow upon impiety, just as 
the fire ultimately swoops down on Agamemnon's house (es - ro' aKr7rrTrEL crrEyo, 3Io). 
The beacons are thus a reiterated presentation of the fire principle. They represent the 
ever-renewed outbreak of retribution, yet they are all part of one time-honoured law-life 
for life. 

The beacon speech is not the end of the beacons, however. At line 475 the elders of 
the chorus return to the subject with an image that extends the reach of the fires: 

rrvpos ' 7rr' evayyEAov 
7TrOAv L arjKEL Go 

trs CS$e 'atSvoS 7) /pEVWvV KEKO:LoLEVOS 

>Aoyos grapayyeA/caawv 
veos 7TvpOE'VTra KapSoav, E'eTrE 

aAAaya Aoyov KaL/vE ; 
yvvaKcos' atXa 7-TpE7TEL 

7Trpo Tov favEVTOS XCaptv 5vvaIveoaat. (475-7, 479-84) 

'Swift rumour produced by the fire messenger of good news runs through the city ... but 
who is so childish or struck from his senses that he allows his heart to be fired by the 

29 In the second edition of his commentary on the 
Agamemnon (I904) Verrall concedes that such a 
distance might be spanned in very clear weather. 
How Klytaimestra could count on such weather is 
another matter, and one that should trouble only the 
meteorologist. 

30 Page (96) translates 'burning more than the 
aforementioned' but even he admits this to be prosaic. 
For the translation used here cf. Fraenkel (II I59) 
and Thomson (II 30). Certainly nothing could be 
more appropriate to a drama in which numerous 
figures take vengeance beyond what is their due. 

31 F. M. Cornford, Thucydides Mythistoricus (London, 
1907) 148-9, and H. Lloyd-Jones, Aeschylus: 
Agamemnon (1970) 33-4, are among the very few 
commentators willing to allow these beacons any sort 
of poetic content, but I cannot agree with Lloyd- 
Jones' interpretation of them as the 'avenging power 
of Zeus'. With regard to adtnantov cf. the chorus' 
thoughts at 750 ff. 

32 L1. 326-9 with their description of the bereaved 
at Troy may well look back to Agamemnon's butcher- 
ing of his own daughter as well as forward to 
Klytaimestra's murder of her husband. 
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announcement of the flame only to weary at a change of tidings ? It is in the nature of a 
woman to praise fortune before it has shown itself clearly.' The chorus here stands apart 
from Klytaimestra; she is the one whose heart is fired by the news of the beacons.33 Thus 
Aischylos achieves a direct link between the signal fire and the corresponding fire it kindles 
in the queen who is to become the newest participant in the chain of murders. She herself 
comments that they will all soon know whether the relays of fire bear truth (AaiAraScov 

aeradopwcv/lpvKTrwptWv e Kal arrvpos- rapaAAaycs, 489-90),34 or whether the light has deceived 
their minds (bcs d7 bwawEv (fpevas, 492). In actual fact both alternatives hold true; the 
elders' minds are deceived as to the real significance of the beacons, yet they will soon learn 
how real that significance is. 

Several other points in the Agamemnon also stress the destructive side of fire, thus suggest- 
ing a more general system of imagery working outward from the beacons. At line 650 and 
following we find the herald's description of the strange disaster that struck the Akhaian 
fleet on leaving Troy. wvvcoiouav .. 7r. p Kat adaaaaa-'Fire and water, though they were 
enemies before, conspired together, and they showed tokens of their faith by destroying the 
ill-fated army of the Argives.' Here fire is a basic element thrown into turmoil by the 
crimes of Agamemnon; cosmic order is disrupted, and fire breaks out in the ships as they 
sail away from the impious firing of the Trojan city. That Troy has been fired (if we 
doubted that fact) Agamemnon will tell us later, in announcing upon his arrival at Argos 
that the captured city is now only smoke and ashes (818-20). And we have already seen 
another kind of fire at Troy-the one used by Ares to cremate the dead whose ashes he 
sends back to Greece as a -rvpwev .. . . Tiy,a (440-2). Fire's productive capacity as a 
refiner of metals is here perverted to a cruelly destructive end, while wealth becomes a 

purveyor of death through the substitution of reduced corpses for the expected gold dust.35 
Kindled fires also suggest another image in the Agamemnon-the hearth. The grief 

caused by Helen's flight and the harder pains caused by going after her-these evils lie at 
the hearth (eb' Earolas, 427) of Menelaos and of those who sent their men to war. The hearth 
thus becomes the place where many of the play's sufferings are most directly felt.36 Such 
dramatic geography is subsequently continued in the narrative by a different kind of 
arica-the altar at which Klytaimestra will sacrifice her victims. As she herself tells the 

elders, she has little time to waste luring Kassandra into the palace: 

Ar tLEv yap Ea-rtas itLEUofL('aov 

CaTrrKEV $78r) trLAa rrpoS orayas 7Trapos. (1056-7) 

"They are already standing at the central hearth-the sheep, that is-prepared for 
slaughter( ?).'37 Of course the sacrifice Klytaimestra has in mind is Agamemnon; he is the 
one who stands around the hearth, ready for slaughter.38 Kassandra and the elders pick 
up the same image at the end of the following dialogue, when she draws back in horror 
from the palace: 

33 I confess I do not follow Page's reference to 'the 
awkardness of the metaphor nrvpro)v-ra Kap6tav' 
(Page II5). For possible fire imagery in d OiAvg 
epog (ms opog) emIveueTat (485) cf. Thomson II 46. 

34 Note the contrast between the napaRayad and 
the drnaAaytr desired by the watchman in the play's 
opening line. 

35 On this image cf. Lebeck (op. cit. n. 2) I80 and 
Zeitlin (op. cit. n. 3) 499. The perversion of wealth 
is of course also carried out by the fusion of blood and 
riches in Agamemnon's carpet. 

36 Note here again that a normally propitious 
aspect of everyday life, in this case the hearth, centre 
of home and family, becomes instead a symbol of loss 
and ruin. 

37 The text is Murray's, based on Musgrave's 
ndpo; for nvpo'. Page (162-3) expresses general 

doubts and questions in particular rtpoq aqraydi with 
the meaning 'to the slaughter'. Merkelbach's 
rearrangement of the lines to 

xd ,Eiv yap eaTtag rjSrl znapos 
EffT'rKe 8li~ja 7po; afpay2di; ueaoi(pda2ov 

gives perhaps the most satisfactory sense, though it is 
hard to part with the directness of the mss. a(payad 
nvpod. Of course Page is right in noting that 'it is 
not fire that slaughters the victims' literally, but the 
figurative imagery would be quite consistent with 
Aischylos' use of fire elsewhere. 

38 Cf. Knox (op. cit. n. 6) 22, Vidal-Naquet 
(op. cit. n. 3) 417, and Zeitlin (op. cit. n. 3) 467-8. 
As before, in the offerings made throughout the city, 
fire and sacrifice interact to an impious end. 
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Ka. kcvov dSoiOL TTv'ovalt a'^aroarayq. 
Xo. KaL 7TcW; ToS' oet OvzLctrwv EC?eartwcv. 
Ka. o'LOtos drJLds arTrep EcK crdov vpeTreL. (1309-I I) 

The house 'breathes forth slaughter', and though the chorus mistakes its nature, they 
unwittingly identify what Kassandra has sensed: the coming butchery of sacrificial victims- 
herself and Agamemnon-at the hearth. The breath which issues forth stands out (7rperreL) 
like that from a grave. The hearth, then, is again the scene of destruction. Before it 
housed the sorrows brought on by Paris and Agamemnon; now it becomes the scene of new 
bloodshed. But we are not yet finished. Though Agamemnon has in one sense kindled 
this last fire against himself, as surely as he fired Troy, his wife is a woman of many motives, 
and there is another factor involved. As Klytaimestra tells the elders, she feels no fear 
while Aigisthos lights fire in her hearth: 

Ecs av at1 t rvp Ef9 corrtas. cirjs 
A l'yiLos. (1435-6) 

With these lines the hearth imagery assumes its full implications. As Aigisthos kindles a 
fire in Klytaimestra's ... . rla, so he kindles the fires of passion and vengeance in her 
heart. And this fire is closely related to the beacons, the fires at Troy, and the sacrifices at 
Argos. Ironically, Klytaimestra believes she has nothing to fear when it is lit. But 
Aischylos' use of the hearth motif shows that it is the fire itself which must be feared. The 
hearth furnishes suitable material, a mind which can ignite in slaughter and ruin. As such 
it intensifies the theme of self-willed disaster in the play.39 

In this way, I believe, Aischylos manipulates fire consistently throughout the Agamemnon 
to emphasise points at which vengeance and destruction are especially manifest. But fire 
is a complex symbol, and citing places where it is mentioned or implied will not necessarily 
exhaust the poet's use of it. For example, fire involves light as well as heat, and light is 
especially difficult to deal with because it appears so often and in so many forms. Clearly 
the light of the beacons is a valid target for this analysis because it springs from fire, but 
what of the sun's light that brings corpses to flower on the surface of the Aegean (658-6o) ? 
Destruction is also involved here, yet perhaps Aischylos does not mean us to see the same 
symbolic agent at work. No answer will be certain, and rather than stretch the imagery 
beyond what is credible, I will cover only a few points which do seem to reflect the beacons 
and other fires in a more general sense. At line 389 the evil of men led on by persuasion 

7Tpe7eL bSE, sOOs aCvoAaLTres, utvos 

'shines out, a dark-glittering light, a baleful mischief'. The connection between light and 
disaster is self-apparent here.40 7rpe7Tet may perhaps echo line 30, where the beacon shone 
forth (o OpvKrO ... 7rpe7rEt). And the lC?, alvoAact7res, while it looks forward to the dark 
gleam of base metal, surely also looks back to the beacon shining through the darkness. 
The same idea appears at line 522, where the herald hails Agamemnon as ius ev e?v povN 

bIpwov, 'bearing a light in the night'. Granted that such words may come naturally to an 
admiring servant, they still suggest Agamemnon as the bearer of destructive light to Argos, 
a light shining in darkness, a beacon.41 Klytaimestra carries the motif one step further 
when she asks what light is sweeter than a returning husband (eyyos oS7tov). Agamemnon 
thus becomes the light itself.42 

39 Note also 11. 968-9, where Agamemnon's Mysteries. Taken together with the watchman's 
return is said to bring heat to the hearth of the house: last words at Agam. 39 such an illusion might well 

, cov^ IzoA' Tog 6(paTTtv eFaTa ,reflect a symbolic structure in which torches veiled 

Q,Ka^ ov Iev- ettav by darkness are gradually made to reveal their O4arog Ev /,v eV XetaCLtV o7Tatvet puo)ov. secret. 
40 Cf. Peradotto (op. cit. n. 4) 390. 42 Cf. Bultmann (op. cit. n. 9) 8-9. 
41 Thomson (I 49) suggests here a reference to the 
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Other references to light in the Agamemnon bear upon the relationship between fires 
shining in the night and the much brighter light of day. The watchman's previously-cited 
description (22-3) of the beacon as showing forth a 7pLEp7rtaov baoS, a 'light like unto day', 
suggested a conception of that beacon as something to dispel night, to herald the dawning 
of a new day. Similarly Klytaimestra at line 264 links the news of the beacons with the 
coming day: 

e t et e 
evayyeAos plev, o'7Trep T7rapoit,La, 

Eos 7YevoLTo tX7rpoS EVcpoV7S rT 7apa 

'A good messenger, as the saying goes, may dawn be coming from its mother night', while 
Aigisthos at line I577 actually hails day as the righter of past wrongs: 

c3 OEeyyOS eS(9pov q'zEpas 8'tKifopov 

'O kindly light of justice-bearing day.' In all these instances the hope is illusory;43 day 
does not bring an answer to the problems of retribution. Nor should we expect it to, since 
the trilogy ends not in daylight, but in the torchlit darkness of night. Such a conclusion, 
moreover, is actually prefigured by one image in the play. Justice, the chorus tells us, shines 
in smoky dwellings, and honours the righteous life (AK 'a e' Aaq7TrEt LyEv ev SuKac7Tvots- 

ScuLacv, 772-4). To call this alKt] 'retribution' would be very convenient to the system of 

imagery thus far described, but the context denies that possibility. AiL'Ki here looks forward 
to a real Justice, a Hesiodic figure who will shun the guilty and turn toward the upright.44 
As such she anticipates the possible beneficence of fire and its related light in a cosmos 
where justice is honoured. In other words, justice and retribution are two sides of the same 
coin, and they share the same symbolism. We have seen throughout this first play of the 

trilogy that retribution is often symbolised by fire shining out in darkness; now we discover 
that justice may also appear in such a guise, though c will not assume it permanently until 
the end of the trilogy. Aischylos for one brief instant shows us that transfigured fire in 
connection with transfigured aCKfi, then returns to the harsh laws of the Agamemnon.45 

2. THE CHOEPHOROI 

Appearances of fire in the Choephoroi are considerably fewer. The most striking image 
occurs at lines 536-7, when the chorus explains to Orestes the purpose of their sacrifice at 
the tomb. Klytaimestra has awoken in terror in the dead of night and ordered lamps to 
be lit: 

7roAAol ' a dvOovTr' 'KTVA ' 0VTES UKOT' 

Aai7Tr-rpes ev 8Oiitorn Secraro[vTJS Xdptv 
TrEJL7T?Et e' TTErea TacSE KSeovg XoaVs. 

'Many lanterns blinded in darkness were kindled in the house because of the queen. And 
then she sent these funeral libations.' The action here repeats that of the Agamemnon. 
There the series of beacons (S xaLpe Aa4t.rr)p, Agam. 22) shone out through the darkness and 
caused Klytaimestra to send forth sacrifices. Here the torches of the house (AaL7T-rrpeS) 
flare up, and once more Klytaimestra sends out sacrifices, though this time in fear, not 
celebration. Thus the patterns of the Agamemnon continue.46 Fires of vengeance still burn 

43 Cf. 1. 492: qpcs Wc2toaev ppe,vag. Vidal-Naquet hands, and at 1. 849 Agamemnon declares the 
(op. cit. n. 3), 401I, also comments on the 'eclat problems of Argos curable by burning or cutting 
trompeur' of the opening. (Keaver; g Tetovec-Klytaimestra of course chooses 

44 Cf. Op. 21I7-37, 256-62. cutting). 
45 I add here briefly several indirect references to 46 Zeitlin, however, does note (op. cit. n. 3, 482-3) 

fire: at 1. I 097 Kassandra sees the children of Thyestes a shift in the eagle imagery which lends sympathy to 
holding their roasted flesh (dqrxd Te adpKag) in their Orestes. We should also keep in mind that Elektra 
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in the palace of Atreus, but Agamemnon's widow will now be victim rather than kindler; 
the torches which before indicated the father's return now signal that of the son. 

Other points also extend the themes of the Agamemnon. The chorus in its parodos 
laments the troubles of the house-tI rJavotLvs E'orta, L'> KaTaaKaXal 8S'JLv, 49-50-thus the 
hearth reappears as the focus of suffering and ruin. Again, at line 264 the chorus hails 
Orestes and Elektra as aUTorTpEs aJrlas rrarpos-saviours of the hearth of their father. And 
so they shall be, for by killing their mother they sustain that hearth and the bloodshed for 
which it has come to stand (though Aischylos has so phrased the thought that it may also 
designate them as restorers of the hearth to its rightful domestic function). The particular 
passage then continues with a related fire image; the chorus, having identified Orestes and 
Elektra with the hearth, add a curse against Aigisthos and Klytaimestra: 

ovts )8oiL Eyco TroTE 

OavovraS ev KTKi$l tLanYpeEL t>Aoyos. (267-8) 

'Whom may I see dying in the dripping pitch of fire.' The flames thus leap from the 
hearth to destroy their victims, and the fire becomes, as at Troy, the active agent of disaster. 
The reference to pitch, moreover, suggests torches, the AafL7rrrjpes which Klytaimestra will 

light in the house. Once more the beacon-fire motif is linked to bloodshed.47 
Thus the hearth imagery establishes that Orestes will continue the chain of killing in 

which Agamemnon has already played his part. Orestes himself calls his father a aKO'TCO 

cados avrlqsotpov (319), a light standing against the darkness,48 much as the herald did in the 
first play (Agam. 522). At line I3i (though this depends on an emendation49), Orestes 
becomes the light: 

ft2oov r' 'OpEaoriv ),s a,va,,v ev 8'6tLOts. 

'Kindle dear Orestes as a light in the house.' Here Agamemnon is apparently asked to 
fire the house through his son. Whatever the true reading of the line, Orestes is certainly 
connected with the kindling of fire and light in a later choral ode when the chorus awaits 
the outcome of his confrontation with Aigisthos. They frame the question in terms of 
victory for one man or the other. Orestes' death, to their mind, will bring destruction 
upon the house (861-2). His triumph, on the other hand, will bring freedom and wealth:50 

Trvp Katl ts E9rr' AEevOepta 
&adowv apXasg re TroAtLraovo4Lotg 

e?t TraTrepwcv YJeyav Xf/3ov. (863-5) 

The chorus mistakenly believes that fire, the death of Aigisthos, will mean release from the 
troubles of the house and enjoyment of its prosperity (much as the watchman and Klytai- 

at least begins to break the chain of corrupted sacrifices 
by refusing to offer the prayers Klytaimestra has 
ordered. 

47 Still another reference to torches may pehapsr 
be seen at Cho. 386-7, where the ms. reads necVK7evT' 
doo2vyyuov. The text, however, may be corrupt: cf. 
W. B. Stanford, Aeschylus in his Style (Dublin, 1942) 
108-9. 

48 This is admittedly a much-vexed passage, 
which in Murray's text reads as follows: 

Ji ndztep avodnatep, Tl aot 
qfapEvos rE Ti peasg 
TvXotl,' av 'KaOev o3piaag 
gvOa a' ejovaov evval, 
orKOTCO apdog dvaiTuotpov; 

The problem lies primarily in the referent of adog. 

If 1. 319 is taken with what precedes qadog could refer 
to Orestes, Agamemnon, or whatever Orestes brings 
(ovpi[aas) to Agamemnon. On the other hand, if we 

punctuate definitively after evivai then raK7ox) 9ado 

avTti[otpov becomes a separate phrase (so Page, 
Thomson). This last possibility does not seem to 
add much to the sense. Of the other three, keeping 
in mind Thomson's point that the purpose of Orestes' 
speech is to win Agamemnon's help, not his happiness, 
I have chosen Agamemnon and construed cpdog 
accordingly. But the matter is clearly questionable. 

49 The ms. reading is ncog dvd4ao/ev, emended by 
Wilamowitz following Schneidewin. Page's adoption 
of 99c?; T' avayvov weakens the imagery to no good 
purpose. 

50 The text is Murray's. 
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mestra believed in the Agamemnon). The end of the Choephoroi, of course, gives ample 
evidence of quite a different outcome. Kindling this fire only brings the Furies to avenge 
it. The legacy of fire is not to be solved so easily. 

We come now to the second stasimon. At line 629 the chorus reproaches Klytaimestra 
for her treachery, adding 

'rw) 8' ado'plavrov Eartav Sia cov 

yvvatKetav T aTroAXov aclXtav. 

'I honour51 a cold hearth, and a womanly temper without boldness.' The hearth reappears 
here in an obvious echo of the Agamemnon-the cold E'crla admired by the chorus stands in 
direct contrast to the Eazia of Klytaimestra fired by Aigisthos (Agam. I435-6). The context 
of this reference also contains several other intriguing fire images. At the beginning of the 
stasimon, for example, we find: 

7rroAAa, eLv ya rppE(Et SeLva 8Eqla,rcov axrl 
t a f a K 

tw v v !p 
rTOvrtal T ayKahat Kvoach v avraiv ppvovar 

[rTAcovalt] fSAaVTovCtL Kat 7TreSatCXutoL AapLraTrES TEUaopot. (585-90) 

'Earth nourishes many terrible things, fearful evils, and the arms of the sea teem with 
hostile monsters. And lanterns hanging in mid-air spring up (draw near?).'52 The text 
suffers from corruptions, but clearly the heavenly lanterns, the AaLTJraES-, are grouped 
together with the terrors of earth and sea as forces of destruction. Whatever cosmic 
phenomenon Aischylos intended them to represent, they constitute certainly a renewed 
manifestation of the beacon motif, lights hanging between earth and aither much as the 
beacons leaped from mountain to mountain. We may also see an echo of the related 
imagery suggested for the company of the stars, the bright lords of the opening of the 
Agamemnon. Here again the heavens seem to nourish fires which presage the coming 
disaster. Second, Aischylos employs fire directly in one of the stasimon's myths, the story 
of Meleager. There can hardly be much doubt over which details the poet wanted to 
emphasise; Althaia, mother of Meleager, is shown in the very moment of casting the brand 
into the hearth: 

Tav a rat8oAvJias TarAatva c9EarTtas pr,UaTO 

Trvp3art rwa 7Tpovotav, KaTraOovua 7ratOS 3aotvov& 

3aAov jALK'. (605-8) 

'And the wretched child-destroying daughter of Thestios contrived it, that firelit fore- 
planning, kindling the reddened torch of kindred age with her son.'53 Fire destroys the 
brand, as it destroys Meleager. And Althaia, like Klytaimestra, kindles that fire. These 
same lines also illustrate the link between physical and mental process suggested at line 475 
of the Agamemnon. There Klytaimestra's heart was fired by the beacons; here Althaia 
contrives a 'firelit foreplanning'. The fire of the torch has spread to her mind as well, and 
inflamed it with an incestuous hatred typical of its context.54 Seen in such a light, I think, 
the chorus' praise of a cold hearth at the end of the ode is only too appropriate. 

There remains one other reference to fire in the Choephoroi, a reference which looks 
forward to the transformation of symbols in the Eumenides as shining Justice, zLcKa Se Aaj7Tre, 
looked toward it in the Agamemnon. Orestes has killed his mother and Aigisthos; now he 

51 Page adopts Tio in preference to the ms. rtwv Meleager's death cf. Bakkhylides 5. 136-54. 
printed by Murray, and surely with good reason: for 54 The various domestic murders of this ode- 
Klytaimestra to honour a cold hearth would contradict mother killing son, daughter killing father, wives 
all the previous imagery. killing husbands-are well brought out by Winning- 

52 The text is Murray's. ton-Ingram (op. cit. n. 3) I38-9, and Lebeck, CP 62 
53 The text is Murray's; for the full story of (1967) 183-4. 
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senses the madness approaching, and calling on Apollo as agent of the deed, he reveals the 
precautions he has taken: 

Kat vvv opadre L WS 7rapUaKevaa,ervos 
fvv oCr8e aAAM Ka aTrecEL 7TpoaoioaCLLt 

,uEao'iLoaAo6v O''lpvtta, Ao{lov rE'sov 

,Trpos Te &Eyyos d()Ob6rov KEKA7I,LLevov 

evycov ToS' aCL/a KOlVOV Ov3' JOi' 'IaTlav 
dAAr,v TpaTreaOaL Aoit'asg E'EiTO. (1034-9) 

'Now observe how, fitted out with bough and garland, I shall supplicate the shrine of centre 
earth, the land of Loxias, and the light of the fire men call imperishable, as I flee the shedding 
of kindred blood. For to no other hearth did Apollo command me turn." Fire here takes 
on a different connotation altogether: the hearth is now the hearth of Delphi, and it signifies 
Orestes' salvation, not his destruction. This transformation of imagery is of course bound 
up with the action of the whole trilogy. Vengeance and bloodshed are in process of 
becoming the retribution of impartial justice; thus it is not surprising that Orestes should 
proceed from one kind of fire to another. 'To no other hearth did Apollo command me 
turn', he says. He has shunned the old CarTla of the past and put his trust instead in the 
one fire which can save him, as he has put his trust in Apollo's oracle. Fire still represents 
destruction, but that destruction now begins to show signs of operating under the laws of 
civilisation. For the first time we begin to feel, the chorus' pessimism notwithstanding, 
that it may yet show us the way out. 

3. THE EUMENIDES 

References to fire in the third play of the trilogy are fewer still, but very much to the 
point. The old fire, the old hearth, is grimly recalled by Klytaimestra's exhortation to the 
Furies: 

Kat vvKrcretLuva 8ELTrv' E7T' eaXapa 7rvpos 
0Gvov, cwpav ov8evoS KOLVTV Oe0V. (108-9) 

'Night-worshipping feasts I sacrificed upon a hearth of fire, at an hour apart from all the 
gods.' She continues to honour the old laws of retribution by which she slew and was 
slain. Her hearth is not Apollo's hearth, but an altar to the forces of night, dread deities 
with whom the Olympians have no contact. Thus the Furies are set against the ordinances 
of Apollo. Each side has its own eu-lia: at the Furies' Klytaimestra sacrifices blood for 
blood; at Apollo's Orestes sacrifices in order to be purified (rrpos- EcrTa Oeov (Poiflov KaOapjLoZS, 
282-3).55 And he is purified, because he killed only at the express command of the god. 

The scene then shifts to Athens, where we find still another hearth, the hearth of Athena 
supplicated by Orestes (Jearias eJr-js Tre'Aas-, 440). Obviously this new hearth is an extension 
of Apollo's hearth at Delphi, since Orestes is a suppliant here as well. Delphi marked the 
first stage of purification; Athena's hearth, the city of Athens, will be the arena of reconcilia- 
tion, the locus in which fire and the retribution for which it stands are finally altered. 
With Orestes' trial and acquittal the physical solution of the trilogy is accomplished, but 
the Furies must still be persuaded to accept the verdict. Athena approaches this task with 
a variety of inducements, among them the promise of a dwelling in Athens which the 
Furies shall hold 

Al7rapoOpo'votcav rq1evasE' 
& oxapats- (806) 

55 Compare 1. i69, where the Furies reproach leaves open the question of whose hearth the pollution 
Apollo for having defiled his sanctuary eecrr[i . . . corrupts. 
,udlauaTt. With characteristic ambiguity Aischylos 
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'sitting on shining thrones near hearths/altars'. She thus offers the Furies the chance to 
transfer their retribution to a new home, a new hearth where it will function under the 
guidance of Athenian justice. The Furies then accept, and the conversion of violence into 
protection by law is complete. It should be no surprise, therefore, that the conversion of 
fire into a beneficent symbol is also complete. The close of the play (and the trilogy) 
features the reappearance of the beacons in the form of torches.56 At line I005 Athena 
promises to conduct the Furies 7rpos o?s- tLepodv Twv8,E 7rpo7roAcTT-ov, 'by the holy light of these 
escorts'. At IO22 she sends them off bE'yye, AaLz7raSTwv (rEAaorqdpwv, 'by the gleam of light- 
bearing torches'. At I029 she encourages r C'yyos ... r.vpos, 'the gleam of fire'. And at 
I04I the Furies are escorted out rejoicing 7rvpLtarrcp AaCzTra'St, 'in the fire-devouring torch'. 
Apparently Aischylos does not wish the point to be missed, since he tells us four times that 
the Furies are led to their new home by a torchlight procession.57 The line of torches 
repeats the chain of beacons and sacrificial fires in the Agamemnon. It repeats the torches 
that light the palace in the Choephoroi. It summarises and re-echoes all the appearances of 
fire in the trilogy. But the torches have altered unmistakably in the course of that trilogy. 
It is not simply that one fire has replaced another; rather precisely the same complex of 

symbols Aischylos used for the law of retribution now means retribution under law. We note, 
of course, that fire still has its destructive properties: the prrvpt8i7rrp XaCLzras8t assures that. 
Yet this is destruction, or the threat of destruction, put to a constructive purpose. Because 
men have learned to judge questions of right and wrong in a civilised manner, because the 
Furies have been made into champions of justice and prosperity, even fire has trans- 
formed itself accordingly.58 The beacon fires the watchman waited for have finally brought 
d,ra)tXAayr, release, to mankind. 

TIMOTHY NOLAN GANTZ 

University of Georgia 

56 Cf. Peradotto (op. cit. n. 4) 392. As we come 
full circle, so to speak, Klytaimestra's remark at 

Agam. 314 takes on perhaps fuller significance: 

vtKa 6' o6 tpxroc; Kat TE-revralio 6paLouWv. 
57 The crimson robes donned by the Furies at this 

point in the play suggest a transformation parallel 
to that of fire into a beneficent element: qpoLvtKofldnGotg 
in 1. I028 surely recalls the purple carpet spread 
by Klytaimestra and the whole complex of blood 
images created by Aischylos for the trilogy (cf. 
Goheen, op. cit. n. 27, I22-4, and Lebeck, op. tic. 

n. 2, 84-6). Now, however, this imagery as well is 
converted into gladness and prosperity for mankind. 
We might even find in the vermilion-clad Eumenides 
a reiteration of the torches guiding the procession to 
its new home. 

68 Cf. the Prometheus Bound, where the harnessing 
of fire plays such an important role in man's progress 
toward civilization. There man's ability to use fire 
to constructive ends is a literal facet of civilization, 
whereas here it functions primarily as a symbol of 
other facets. 
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